Abstract-Human head stiffness rendering is important in haptic interactive applications, because it defines a realistic physical interaction between human operator(s) and a human avatar created in a virtual environment. In this paper, we propose a hybrid method for rendering the appropriate stiffness property on a human head polygon mesh that combines popular haptic rendering approaches: study the sophisticated deformation behavior of a deformable object and then interpret and render this behavior as the resulting stiffness property on the individual's head mesh. The stiffness property is estimated from a registered and shape-adapted skull template mesh as a reference and modeled from the deformation behavior of soft tissue in a finiteelement method (FEM) framework. Our method consists of different procedures, including facial landmark detection, model registration using the iterative closest point technique, adaptive shape modification processed with a modified weighted free-form deformation, and FEM simulation. After the stiffness property is rendered on a head polygon mesh, we perform a user study by inviting participants to experience the haptic feedback rendered from our results. According to the participants' feedback, the stiffness property of the head polygon mesh is properly rendered, because it satisfies their expectations.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
APTICS technologies greatly enrich the potential of multimedia applications by bringing human touch perception into developments, because such technologies not only enable human-computer interactions using sight and audio but also with touch [1] , [2] . Through a series of continuous and intricate forces generated by haptic interfaces or devices, we are able to reproduce the physical interactions that we normally experience in a created virtual world [3] . Over the decades, haptics have been quite popular in a large number of virtual reality applications, most of which are designed for the gaming, medical, and educational fields. Stiffness, which is a physical and material property that describes a deformable object's resistance to deformation in response to an applied force, plays a critical role in haptics rendering applications for achieving a more physically realistic interaction [4] .
Rendering the stiffness of a human head has a major role in providing a realistic haptic feedback between a human operator and a touchable human avatar. Head stiffness rendering for multimedia applications is a specific research topic that is challenging due to its complexity in both anatomic structure (such as skin, muscle, soft tissue, and bone) and geometric shape. The head model with the stiffness property provides an additional stiffness information layer in the typical holographic display, from which a 3-D projected avatar could be touchable. For instance, Zhang et al. [5] proposed a magnetic field control approach and device for projecting a 3-D holographic human face with haptic properties. Similar research is concerned with modeling the material behavior of human head soft tissue from the perspectives of biomedical studies, surgical simulations, and even facial surgery predictions [6] . In these studies, there are two approaches to create a haptic rendering for physical simulation: haptic information integration and deformation simulation. The former approach simply defines haptic properties (such as stiffness fraction) with preset coefficients and integrates for easy computation of interaction forces. This approach has limitations, because the material and shape of the virtual object must be simple. However, the other approach computes the force value using a series of complicated mathematic calculations, and it is capable of modeling a more delicate material behavior of a virtual object in a more physically realistic manner. The disadvantage of applying this mathematical framework is that the computation expenses can be costly.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid method for rendering the appropriate stiffness property on a human head polygon mesh that combines popular haptic rendering approaches: study the sophisticated deformation behavior of a deformable object and, then, interpret and render this behavior as the resulting stiffness property on the individual's head mesh. The stiffness property is estimated from a registered and shape-adapted skull template mesh as a reference and is modeled from the deformation behavior of soft tissue in a finite-element method (FEM) framework. Our method consists of different procedures, including facial landmark detection, model registration using the iterative closest point (ICP) technique, adaptive shape modification processed with a modified weighted free-form deformation (FFD), and FEM Simulation. After the stiffness property is rendered on a head polygon mesh, we perform a user study by inviting participants to experience the haptic feedback rendered from our results. According to the participants' feedback, the head polygon mesh's stiffness property is properly rendered, because it satisfies their expectations. This paper provides the following main contributions.
1) The stiffness on a head polygon mesh is estimated by registering a skull template model to an individual's head model due to its function of supporting the face structure. The rendered stiffness property is statistically 0018-9456 © 2017 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
evaluated by 25 participants in the designed user study. 2) A hierarchical shape approximation procedure is designed that enables a skull template mesh to adapt to different head meshes of diverse users through a customized weighted FFD method. The accuracy of the skull deformation is verified by comparison with the skull model reconstructed from CT scan images. 3) A force-displacement correlation is established to clarify the stiffness property of the head model based on the deformation behavior of the modeled soft tissue. Here, the soft tissue is a viscoelastic material that fills the gap between the head mesh and the shape-adapted skull mesh.
II. RELATED WORKS
To understand the approach for rendering the proper stiffness property on a human head polygon mesh estimated from its reference skull model, works from multiple research domains are considered: facial landmark detection, model registration, shape modification, and deformation behavior modeling. The related and previous works from each of the aforementioned domains are introduced in the following.
A. Facial Landmark Detection
Depending on the type of image input, facial landmark detection detects human facial features on the traditional 2-D image or on a range image representing geometry information in 3-D. Because the head model in this paper is a 3-D polygon mesh, we only focus on 3-D facial landmark detection. Segundo et al. [7] introduced a facial feature detection method using only range images as the input to improve 3-D facial recognition with expression variance. Another detection scheme is to compare the subject's image with a template in localization. Liu et al. [8] proposed a nose detection approach using template matching
B. Model Registration
In model registration, Besl and McKay [9] proposed the ICP algorithm for the accurate and efficient registration of 3-D shapes, which is fundamental in most registration methods. The transformation is computed based on a group of extracted corresponding key points of overlapping areas in both data sets. Regarding the registration of human anatomic structures, Koch et al. registered a CT volume data of human head to reference from V i si ble H uman Data Set using reference points for facial surgery planning [10] . In this paper, we propose a semantic alignment method for registering the head and template skull objects in which the transformation is computed from a group of valid but shape-irrelevant facial features as correspondences to solve the issue of missing overlapping areas.
C. Shape Modification
Sederberg and Parry [11] introduced a shape modification method, FFD, which deforms a rigid object in a free-form manner through the change of an enclosing solid defined by control lattices. Song and Yang [12] enhanced FFD by deforming the rigid object with weighted T-spline volumes that provide more flexibility in both control point topology and manipulation. To properly modify the subtle shapes of a human skull and maintain its overall integrity, we designed an adaptive shape modification approach that hierarchically deforms the template skull mesh in different regions. Each region is processed using the weighted FFD with weight coefficients. From the perspective of human head deformation, the facial reconstruction method proposed by Namvong and Nilthong [13] demonstrates the feasibility of modifying the face shape with a universal template skull model in which craniometric landmarks are previously identified. The same technique of deformation from a uniform model was also applied in a similar study [14] , where a human brain MRI model was nonlinearly deformed for registration purposes.
D. Stiffness Rendering
As previously mentioned, directly describing the stiffness property of a human head is very difficult, and hence, it is often handled by modeling the material behavior of facial soft tissue. Many similar techniques have been applied in simulating a haptic feedback on soft tissue as a deformable object [15] . Wang et al. [16] introduced an innovative method of modeling an organ's deformation using a sphere-tree representation to provide an efficient and stable simulation in dental operations. Jeon et al. [17] proposed an algorithm for providing realistic force augmentations to simulate a breast tumor palpation scenario. Regarding deformation modeling, Nealen et al. [18] reported that the particle system and the continuum model are the two most popular methods.
1) Particle System: The particle system, also referred to as the mass-spring system (MSS), is a simple deformable model whose structure is discrete and is composed of a series of points with nonnegligible mass, connected as a unity by a network of massless springs [19] , [20] . For each spring, the stiffness coefficient is a constant value and describes the force and deformation relation in one dimension. Due to its simplicity and ability to handle large deformations, MSS is widely applied in real-time haptic rendering simulations. For the majority of previous works [21] , [22] , MSS can only model a linear deformation, because the stiffness coefficient of each spring is a constant value.
However, increasingly, more research is dedicated to modeling the behavior of soft tissue using MSS. Koch et al. [10] proposed a multiscale spring structure in which each spring is composed of a set of smaller springs connected in sequence. Any spring i contains a discrete set of n subsprings with their individual lengths l 1 i , · · · , l n i and stiffness coefficients
The resulting k i can be computed through line integration from 1 to n based on the detected interaction. Xu et al. [23] modeled the deformation of MSS using a strainenergy function.
Despite its advantage in real-time simulations, the particle system has limitations in terms of physical behavior modeling accuracy for two reasons: 1) relying on the spring network's resolution and topology and 2) lacking a systematic description of spring constants.
2) Continuum Model: Modeling deformable objects in a physical manner is widely applied in many simulation applications. The continuum models process a virtual deformable object as a continuous mass rather than discrete particles. The actual material properties can be integrated into the continuum model, thereby making the simulation results more accurate [24] . To numerically solve the partial differential equations (PDEs) of the physical rules of elastic solids, the FEM is the most popular and common mathematical solution in continuum mechanics. In the FEM framework, the deformable object is considered to be a continuum volume, which is discretized into a finite number of subdomains, also referred to as elements. Consequently, the solution of the domain can be approximated by the sum of solutions of all elements. Due to the better description of material properties, many medical and surgery training applications apply FEM to perform haptic and visual rendering in real time [25] . However, although the continuum mechanics are assumed with linearity, in which the deformable object's stiffness matrix is constant and can hence be precomputed for faster performance, the computation expenses are still so costly that only powerful workstations can generate rendering results in real time. For FEM, the simulation is more complicated. To process the large deformation (geometric nonlinearity), Müller [26] introduced stiffness warping, which allowed a rapid and stable processing of the rotational parts. In the simulation of soft tissue material (material nonlinearity), studies [27] , [28] analyze the material behavior of deformable objects in a nonlinear manner.
III. METHODOLOGY
The proposed stiffness rendering approach consists of integrating the haptic property (stiffness, in the scope of this paper) onto an individual user's head polygon mesh that enables physical interaction between a human operator and the virtual head via haptic rendering. Given a 3-D head polygon mesh as the input, the rendered stiffness property shall represent a deformation behavior and is dependent on facial regions and tool-object intersection detected during haptic rendering. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the architecture of our rendering approach, which contains three main components.
1) Landmark detection and model registration properly locate a skull template mesh inside the head mesh, which is registered through facial features detected from both meshes. 2) Adaptive skull approximation adjusts the geometric shape of a skull template mesh to the head mesh on the outside via a modification procedure. 3) Stiffness property rendering renders the head model's stiffness in two steps: 1) models the deformation behavior of soft tissue material by FEM simulation and 2) interprets the stiffness coefficients from the deformation behavior and integrates them onto the target user head polygon mesh.
A. Facial Landmark Detection and Mesh Registration
The first step is to register the template skull mesh to the individual head mesh. To have extensive applicability to diverse populations, the skull template that we select in our method is a universal mesh and does not belong to any specific population. Because the head and skull meshes cannot be aligned directly using a regular ICP, we propose a semantic registration method to align the two objects through a group of specified facial features rather than the objects themselves. These correspondences are independent of the surface shape variance and hence overcome the problem of lacking overlapping areas in the regular ICP (see Fig. 2 ). The facial features on a head mesh are detected using landmark detection, and those on the skull mesh are generated from aesthetic proportions [see Fig. 3(a) ].
By applying the curvature-based landmark detection method [7] , nose features (nose tip and nose corners) are localized on the head mesh as selected features. The corresponding positions of the features on the skull mesh are then created according to the facial aesthetic proportions.
With two sets of valid facial correspondences, we estimate the alignment information based on these specified semantic features using the ICP procedure. After the resulting transformation matrix [29] is determined, we transform (rotate and translate) the entire skull template point cloud accordingly. Consequently, the skull object is aligned to the head, and the geometry difference between their positions is minimized.
B. Adaptive Skull Approximation
As long as the head and skull meshes are registered, the shape of the skull template mesh can be modified to adapt to an individual's head mesh. Our approximation is to minimize the shape difference by modifying the shape of the template skull mesh using an FFD technique. Because of the complexity of the shape and region dependence of the skull mesh, we propose a modified weighted FFD method that processes it on the regions of interest (ROIs) in the hierarchy. The details of the hierarchical ROI and weighted FFD are presented in the following.
1) Hierarchical ROI: Although our approximation is achieved using FFD, the manipulation of control points, which practically specifies the deformation of a solid object, is a prerequisite for a high-quality approximation. First, because the complete process of approximation is through self-adaption without manual operations, automatic and precise control point manipulation is essential in our case. Additionally, the process is more complicated due to the subtle shape of the skull mesh. To simplify our approximation while simultaneously maintaining the integrity of the skull mesh, we propose a solution that breaks down the entire approximation procedure into multiple subtasks by segmenting ROIs on the skull mesh and taking one of them for processing each time. Processing each segmented ROI as an independent subtask represents better performance in terms of accuracy and simplicity during approximation compared with a direct processing on the entire skull mesh.
The hierarchical procedure handles the regions that share dependence, such as the lower jaw and chin. Considering this fact, we define the parent regions and their subregions (cr ani um ↔ f orehead, jaw ↔ chi n, or bi t ↔ eyebr ow, cheekbone) as the first and second hierarchies, and the first hierarchical regions are deformed preferentially, while the second hierarchical ones are handled. The ROIs and their hierarchies are shown in Fig. 3(b) .
2) Weighted Free-Form Deformation: When attempting to adapt a skull template mesh to an individual's head mesh through shape modification, we propose a weighted FFD by adding two weight coefficients, namely, the weight of the control point and the weight of the ROI, in the computation to obtain a precise deformation result. The control point weight, w ControlPoint , defines the effect of a control point on the solid object during deformation. The ROI weight, w ROI , effectively restricts the deformation only around the current ROI in the process. Our weighted deformation procedure is performed in four steps: parameterization, control point generation, control point manipulation, and weighted deformation computation.
Step 1 (Parameterization): Our deformation follows the routine in Sedberberg and Parry's work [11] that encloses a solid object with a rectangular parallelepiped that is modeled with its own coordinate system represented by three orthogonal vectors as S, T, and U. For convenience, we describe the parallelepiped with a minimum bounding box of the object and align its local coordinate system S, T, and U with axes X, Y, and Z in Cartesian coordinates. Any arbitrary point X(x, y, z) on the object can be parameterized into local coordinates (s, t, u) as
where X 0 (x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ) is the position of the local coordinates' origin in Cartesian coordinates. Then, the parameters s, t, and u can be further interpreted as shown in (2). For any point, its s, t, and u values always satisfy the condition that s, t, u ∈ (0, 1), because they are embedded in the minimum bounding box. The axis-aligned local S, T, and U coordinate system of the skull mesh is shown in Fig. 3 (b)
Step 2 (Control Point Generation): A group of (3l + 1) × (3m + 1) × (3n + 1) control points are formed in a lattice structure with l + 1 planes in the S direction, m + 1 planes in the T direction, and n + 1 planes in the U direction. Although the control point lattice can theoretically be multiresolution with user-defined l, m, and n, the resolution in our case is static with a preset layout (l = 8, m = 12, and n = 8) that was determined by aesthetic proportions. Each control point
For every control point P i j k , we generate its weight value w i j k using a scalar function that depends on the position of vertices X of the head model and searching radius R
where B i j k is the B-spline basis in a bell-shaped curve that centers at 0 and declines to 0 at 1.
Step 3 (Control Point Manipulation): The entire skull template mesh is segmented into several ROIs that are processed one by one. During control point manipulation, we first generate a bounding box for the specific region of deformation and enable the control points that are enclosed by or close to that box. Depending on the region's geometric shape, we determine the directions available for control point displacements. For each point P ROI (x ROI , y ROI , z ROI ) from the ROI, we search for the closest neighbor on head mesh P head (x head , y head , z head ) and compute their difference vector V difference (x head −x ROI , y head −y ROI , z head −z ROI ). By analyzing all difference vectors and available displacement directions, we determine the resulting displacements on those selected control points. The manipulated control points P i j k are later used in specifying the deformation computation.
Step 4 (Weighted Deformation Computation): Mathematically, the deformation function of FFD is a combination of the trivariate tensor product of a Bernstein polynomial and coefficients of the displaced control points P i j k from Step 3. For any point X(x, y, z) on the solid object for processing, its deformed position X (x , y , z ) can be determined in two steps: 1) parameterize its local (s, t, u) coordinates using (2) and 2) compute its deformed position of x , y , and z by evaluating
To obtain the skull's integrity globally, we assign a weight, called the weight of ROI or w ROI , on every point and specify how much it is displaced in deformation depending on whether it belongs to the current ROI for processing. If the point is inside the ROI, then w ROI is set to be 100% and the deformation function is fully effective; otherwise, w ROI is assigned with a percentage level from 10% to 50% based on its distance from the ROI. The value of weight assigned to that the vertex is inversely proportional to the distance and is computed using the following equation:
where X I is the current vertex of the head model and P is the set of points inside ROI. Therefore, the weighted displacement vector V displacement ( x, y, z) of any point between its original position X(x, y, z) and the position evaluated from deformation function
The complete weighted FFD procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Weighted FFD of an ROI
Input:
The set of points on head mesh,
The set of points on ROI,
The local coordinate system: S, T, U; Variable: Control point layout: l, m, n; a set of control points:
The set of points on deformed head mesh,
w ← 100% 10: else 11: w ← assignW eights(X i , P') 12: 
Compared with the regular FFD method, our weighted FFD method achieves a shape modification over the ROI, while the other parts maintain their shapes in integrity. With such a prerequisite, we are able to process the segmented regions on the skull mesh hierarchically and perform a weighted FFD of each region as an individual task. Because the entire skull mesh is decomposed into several regions and processed individually, the shape difference between the skull and head meshes on a particular region can be more precisely computed, and then, control points are manipulated to specify a delicate geometric shape modification. When all regions are processed, the skull mesh is fully adapted as its shape is fitted to the user's identity on the head mesh.
C. Stiffness Property Rendering
The stiffness to be rendered on the head polygon mesh is described using a displacement-and-pressure-relation modeled from the deformation behavior of a continuum model. Continuum mechanics studies the material behavior of a deformable object as a continuous mass rather than as a set of discrete particles. By applying different models, various material properties, such as elasticity, plasticity, and viscosity, can be described using continuum mechanics. In our case, the deformation and stress over the deformable object are described by a set of PDEs that cannot be solved analytically. The FEM provides a mathematical framework to solve such a PDE system in a numerical manner. By discretization, the solution of a domain can be approximated through solving the problems of a group of decomposed subdomains, also referred to as elements. To model a physically realistic deformation behavior of a human head and reproduce such behavior as stiffness to be integrated on the polygon mesh, our stiffness rendering procedure is processed in three main steps: 1) generation of a physical volume model; 2) modeling the displacement-pressure relation with FEM; and 3) integrating such behavior as the stiffness property on the head polygon mesh.
Step 1 (Generation of Physical Volume Model): We tetrahedralize the merged polygon meshes from the user's head and shape-adapted skull to obtain a volume mesh. In the volume mesh, the surface geometry of the head and skull is well preserved. In anatomy, a human head is composed of multiple materials, including skin, fat, muscle, and cortical bone and inside bone, forming a layered structure. Because the given data are insufficient for determining the precise structure of a user's head, layers of skin, fat, and muscle on the generated volume mesh are generalized as one layer: the flesh layer. Similarly, the layers of cortical and inside bone are generalized as another layer: the bone layer. With proper classification, the tetrahedral elements of the volume mesh can be categorized into two sets (layers) accordingly. According to the anatomic structure, the bone set contains the elements of the core inside (or on) the boundary surface of the shape-adapted skull polygon mesh, and the flesh set includes the other elements between the boundary surfaces of the head and skull mesh. The classified layered structure of a head volume mesh is shown in Fig. 4 . Referring to material data from [30] and [31] , the properties that we assign to different elements are shown in Table I . The volume mesh is further processed by constraining the vertex's degrees of freedom (DOFs) belonging to specific facial regions, such as eyes, nose, and lips, which are primarily supported by organs other than bone (skull). Because this paper mainly focus on impenetrable physical simulation, flesh components play a dominant role in representing the deformable objects on the human head. Thus, the structure of the skull, including its Cut view of the classified elements of a tetrahedral mesh. The boundary between the skull and flesh sets is presented with a solid line. Elements inside belong to the skull set, whereas those outside are classified as the flesh set. thickness variance, and other anatomic components become insignificant and are not taken into account in our experiment.
Step 2 (Modeling the Deformation Behavior With FEM): In our proposed method, we describe the deformation behavior using a function similar to Hooke's law and denote it as K. The function K is represented as
where f is the force load, P is the point position on the head polygon mesh, and u is the deformation in response. In a continuum model, such behavior is represented by the relationship between four physical quantities in both the internal and external mechanics: displacement, strain, stress, and force. If a linear model is applied, linearity assumptions have to be made in both kinematic and constitutive laws, because the deformation has to be small and only a linear material can be applied. Because the deformation in our simulation would not be as large as assumed, the character of our simulation is mainly represented by the material property that associates with strai n and stress through the constitutive law. Strain measures the deformation in a quantitative manner. Strain can be analogously interpreted as the ratio of elongation compared with the original length in the case of a 1-D spring.
is the strain tensor of a deformable object with three DOFs and is written as a 3 × 3 symmetric matrix (11) . Each element of is a real number 
where x, y, and z are the Cartesian axes; i , j , and k are the coordinates of each DOF in a 3-D space; u is the interpolated element displacement vector; and x is the coordinate of a point on a deformable object.
Stress σ measures the internal force distribution over nodes on a volume mesh that balances the external forces. Similar to strain, for each vertex in the material body, its stress is presented as a symmetric 3 × 3 matrix as
where x, y, and z are the Cartesian axes and σ i j is the stress on the perpendicular plane i along the j -direction. The diagonal entries are orthogonal normal stresses, and the other entries are shear stresses and often written as γ . Normal stress describes the stress acting perpendicular to the cross section, whereas the shear stress acts tangential to the surface. Associating strain with stress in a continuum model, the constitutive law models the actual material behavior with its definition of the response of the deformable object to external stimuli. Referencing the soft tissue constitutive law from Teran et al. [32] , the relation between element stress and strain, here is denoted as C, can be modeled as
where E is Young's modulus and ν is Poisson's ratio. In the FEM framework, the deformable objects are discretized into a set of m elements, e 1 , e 2 , · · · e m , which are used to approximate the domain solution. However, in a continuum model, only nodes are where the forces and displacements to be evaluated are located. Thus, we need to interpolate the nodal forces, f ( f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f n ), and nodal displacements u(u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u n ) into those elements. Interpolation, also known as shape function φ i , reconstructs the discrete samples in a continuous manner. Consequently, the force and displacement of each element can be expressed as follows:
where K e = V e B T e C e B e , V e is the element volume, and B e is the element's deformation function of e = B e · u e . When solutions of all subdomains are solved, FEM assembles those elements together as a whole. Thus, the global stiffness matrix is assembled by simply adding the element stiffness matrices associating with a particular node, where the nodes are globally numbered.
The values inside the stiffness matrix change over time. Because of their variability, the stiffness matrix has to be revaluated dynamically to properly model the deformation. Accordingly, the differential equations in a dynamic simulation can be written as
where f ext is the force applied externally and f int (u) is the integrated stress that is caused by deformation u.u andü are the first and second derivatives of displacement associated with time, also referred to as velocity and acceleration; M is the stiffness matrix; and D is the damping matrix. The resulting nodal displacement and velocity after each simulation time step can be computed by solving (16) . During integration, f int (u) is computed through the tangent stiffness matrix
Step 3 (Head Polygon Mesh Stiffness Property Integration): From the FEM simulations, we obtain a collection of external force loads f ext ( f 1 , · · · , f n ) and the resulting deformations u(u 1 , · · · , u n ), where n is the collection's size as the deformation behavior. With the discrete data, we model the behavior in a continuous manner as the stiffness property of human facial soft tissue. For every interval between two adjacent data, its stiffness can be linearized with a simple form as f = k i × u + b, where k i and b i are two coefficients integrated into the polygon mesh as the haptic modality. The values of k i and b i are computed using the deformation behavior data as
While a displacement u on point P is provided in a physical simulation, such as the intersection captured from a collision event, the proper coefficients k and b are selected accordingly to describe the stiffness function as
where d is represented as the length of the detected intersection.
IV. RESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
In our experiments, we perform the proposed method to render the stiffness property of four different subjects. The implementations of Sections III-A and III-B are realized using the Point Cloud Library [33] , which is an open source project for processing 2-D/3-D images and point cloud data. The volumetric mesh (tetrahedral element type) is generated using TetGen [34] , a tetrahedral mesh generation tool. The deformation simulation is processed using the VEGA FEM Library [35] , a C/C++ physics library that simulates the deformation behavior of 3-D deformable objects. Due to the hyperelasticity of soft tissue material, we define our deformable model as the Saint Venant-Kirchhoff model [36] , which is a hyperelastic physics model with nonlinear property, provided by VEGA. The stiffness matrix of the physics model is generated by taking the materials property of Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, and density, which we have mentioned previously. Since we are only interested in the deformation of the model under a quasi-static condition, the damping matrix is less critical in our method; hence, the default damping matrix in VEGA is applied. In a simulation, it only produces a pair of external force f ext and its resulting deformation u that satisfy equilibrium conditions. Consequently, for each point P used in the simulation, we assign a group of external forces (ten samples that divide a range from 0.5 to 5 N equally) and apply one of them in an individual dynamic simulation procedure to obtain sufficient paired information for deformation behavior. Like most of the haptic rendering algorithms, the experimental external forces are aligned to the normal vector of the surface point in contact.
B. Landmark Detection and Registration Results
The corresponding facial features on head and skull points are detected and generated. From the landmark detection, the positions of a small group of facial features (eye corners, nose tip, and nose corners) are localized on a 3-D point cloud converted from the user's head polygon mesh. According to the aesthetic proportions, we create the template skull's characteristics. The model registration results obtained using ICP analyze the correspondences on the two sets of features on each model. The results of landmark detection and semantic registration are shown in Fig. 5 . Fig. 5(a) shows the landmark detection result of a subject from our experiments. The positions of the features are correctly detected even when variances in the facial identity among subjects are obvious. The generated features on the skull point cloud approximately correspond with the detected features on the head point cloud [see Fig. 5(b) ]. The registration result is shown in Fig. 5(c) , where the skull point cloud is correctly positioned inside the head point cloud. In general, the positions of the skull point cloud in different experiments are close because of the similarity of human heads. However, the orientation of the aligned skull object varies slightly, because it describes the facial characteristics of individuals.
C. Skull Shape Adaptation Process
Because our shape adaptation approach is to segment the template skull mesh into several subregions and modify its shape using weighted FFD in a hierarchical order, for each specified region, we obtain a deformation result. Taking the jaw, one of the segmented ROIs, as an example, the deformation result (see Fig. 6 ) reveals that its shape is significantly modified but other parts barely change. This result demonstrates the effectiveness of both weight variables, w ControlPoint and w ROI , in our proposed method specifying the deformation and retaining the object's integrity as a whole. The complete procedure of our skull shape adaptation method and its detailed local deformation progress results over each ROI are shown in Fig. 6 . From the perspective of shape modification on regions, the deformed skull mesh approximately matches the surface on the object's head that shows the individual's facial identity. For the overall shape adaptation on the entire skull mesh, the integrity of the shape of different head objects is preserved to a satisfactory level. Therefore, it demonstrates the feasibility and capability of our proposed hierarchical ROI and weighted FFD to produce a shape-adapted skull mesh from a template model in response to a given individual head polygon mesh.
D. Skull Shape Adaptation Accuracy
To validate the accuracy of our proposed skull shapeadaptation method through comparison with real data, we perform an alignment on a real skull model that is reconstructed from CT scan image data sets shared by the Visible Human Project [37] as ground truth and a resulting skull model from our experiment using the template model and the surface head model generated from the CT data set. Although the nose and part of the forehead on the head surface model are unsuccessfully reconstructed and cannot be filled manually, it does not significantly affect the shape adaptation, because the human skull anatomically also has a hollow area on Accuracy comparison for evaluating the proposed skull shape adaptation method. the nose position. In the accuracy evaluation, the geometric variances between the shape-adapted model and ground-truth are computed using the Hausdorff distance, which is a metric function that measures how far two subsets of metric space are from each other, as shown in Fig. 7 . Table II presents the accuracy results from the Hausdorff distance. For evaluation, we compute the mean, max, and root mean square (rms) errors of Hausdorff distances between all the points on the two models and the error in diagonals from their bounding box, because it is more observable to human vision. From the Hausdorff distance error, both the mean and rms errors are smaller than 0.06 mm. Additionally, if we evaluate with respect to the bounding box diagonal (Bbox Diagonal), the error value is not greater than 2%. The error results from both validation procedures provide confidence in the accuracy of our proposed method for the intended applications, which have a relatively lower requirement of precision.
Furthermore, we visualize the errors from the Hausdorff distance evaluation, as shown in Fig. 8 . From the error visualization, the majority of facial areas, particularly the ROIs for deformation, such as the forehead, eyebrow, cheekbone, and jaw, are presented in red color (small Hausdorff distance). Although there are large areas in green or even blue color on the top of the head (high Hausdorff distance), the reason is the loss data on that part from CT scan images. Because the top of the skull model cannot be reconstructed and remains as a hole, the shape on that region is technically incomparable and thus causes a large error.
E. Stiffness Rendering Results
From the FEM simulation, we receive a collection of the resulting displacements u flesh from the flesh layer and u bone from the bone layer. The displacement value range for u flesh is 2.02-10.57 mm, whereas the values for u bone are 0.84-23.7 μ m, which is approximately 2404-4460 times smaller than u flesh . In this case, the effect of deformation from the bone layer is negligible; therefore, flesh deformation is the main factor for the simulated deformation. The resulting displacements u(u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u 10 ) are under the effect of external forces f(f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f 10 ) in equilibrium on the volume mesh's surface. For convenience, u and f are 3× 1 vectors to real numbers as the vector's magnitude u(u 1 , u 2 , · · · , u 10 ) and f ( f 1 , f 2 , · · · , f 10 ). The modeled deformation behavior of a group of sample features (cranium, forehead, eyebrow, cheekbone, cheek, chin, and jaw) on the polygon mesh [see Fig. 9(a) ] is shown in Fig. 9(b)-(h) , respectively. From the observations of the curves depicted from the forces and deformations for each feature, we can observe that the deformations on the head model tend to stabilize even when the strength of the external force increases.
Through a comparison of the simulation results of different features, we observe variances in their deformation behaviors. First, for some features, their deformations clearly vary even when the same external force strength is applied. Additionally, the stabilized deformations on features are diverse: the cheek has the largest deformation (10.67 mm), whereas the deformation on the cranium is the smallest (2.02 mm). This diversity can be associated with the distance between the vertex for analysis on the head polygon mesh and the shape-adapted skull mesh beneath. As previously mentioned, for the cheek and cranium features, their deformation behaviors and distances from the skull mesh (cheek's distance is 11.38 mm, while cranium's is 3.57 mm) are shown in Fig. 10 .
F. Computational Efficiency
Like most of the standard FEM algorithm in 3-D circumstances, the computational complexity in our method is O(N 2 ). From an implementation perspective, parallel computing application programming interfaces, such as CU D A and OpenC L, are crucial in processing the complex mathematical computation and stable haptic rendering in real time. Compared with our current method, a real-time haptic rendering application generates a smoother force-displacement relation that can be fully described nonlinearly rather than being approximated from a set of discrete experimental data. Another advantage is that the real-time rendering provides a higher DOF (six DOFs) than the precomputed stiffness property, which is capable for three DOFs.
For the equipment, the experiment was performed on a PC with Intel i7 CPU at 2.20 GHz and RAM for 8 GB running on Windows 8. The process time for each time step, which is 0.001 s as the haptic servo rate in our experiment is 1000 Hz, in the simulation, takes between 8 and 25 s.
V. USER STUDY OF THE RENDERED STIFFNESS
We performed a user study by inviting human participants to experience physical interaction on a stiffness-propertyrendered 3-D human head polygon mesh and evaluated each property depending on their given feedback. A group of features (cranium, forehead, eyebrow, cheekbone, and jaw, sorted in descending order based on their positions in the y-direction) from seven facial regions were selected, because they were capable of describing the majority of the facial characteristics. The nose and eye features were not selected, because they were supported by other organs or structures rather than the skull. The entire user study contains four procedures: tutorial, physical interaction only experiment, physical and visual experiment, and rationality rating.
A. Participants
A total of 25 participants (age: 27.25 ± 6.9, 10 females and 15 males; 4 left-handed and 21 right-handed) participated in this user study. All participants signed consent agreement. They were all students at the University of Ottawa, and their education levels included bachelor, master, and Ph.D. Most of them (22 out of 25) were from Electrical Engineering, Computer Science and Computer Engineering; two were from Mechanical Engineering; and one was from Social Science. None of the participants reported having any type of somatosensory disorder. Based on their previous experience with haptic interfaces or devices, the participants were classified into two groups: experienced and novice (7 experienced and 18 novice).
B. Apparatus
A force-feedback haptic device (Novint Falcon, Novint Technologies, Inc.,) was applied in the experiment to render a virtual human head polygon mesh with integrated stiffness property (Fig. 11) . The participant interacted with the physical simulation by manipulating the tool on the front of the Falcon. Admittedly, like other haptic interfaces, Falcon has its constraint as 7.8 N is the maximum amount of force can be generated. In order to ensure that the force is continuously applied, when the computed force is greater than the hardware constraints, we apply the maximum force. Meanwhile, the position of the haptic tool in virtual environment is locked in the rendering loop and the participant will be informed that they have reached the maximum level of force.
C. Procedures 1) Tutorial:
During the tutorial, the experimenter described and demonstrated the proper operation of the haptic device, and the participant could feel the stiffness property of each feature in a physical simulation. The appearance of the features for the experience was random. When all features were experienced, the regions with the toughest and softest stiffness levels were provided to reconfirm that the participant could distinguish the stiffness difference over the head polygon mesh. At the end of the tutorial, the participant was asked if he/she could feel the different stiffness levels while the contact region changed. All participants provided positive feedback in distinguishing the stiffness difference among regions.
2) Physical Interaction Only Experiment: In this experiment, we did not provide any graphical presentation, and therefore, the only interaction was the force feedback of the haptic device. The participant experienced the haptic feedback of the features on the head mesh according to the rendered stiffness. After experiencing each feature's haptic feedback, each participant's task was to provide a rating from 1 to 10, where 1 was associated with the stiffness of the softest feature and 10 with the toughest feature. When all features were rated, there was another task for participants to select the two toughest and two softest features from the previous experiment.
3) Physical and Visual Experiment: In contrast to the physical interaction only experiment, a graphical presentation was available in this experiment and was simultaneously rendered with the physical simulation. The task was the same as that in Section V-C2, except with an extra task for participants to provide a description of the features' contact positions based on visual feedback.
4) Rationality Rating:
At the end of the evaluation, based on his/her expectation of the selected features' stiffness on an actual human head, the participant was asked to provide a subjective rating of the rationality to determine whether the virtual head polygon mesh's stiffness property was properly rendered. The rating was chosen inside a range from 1 to 10, where 1 was totally unacceptable and 10 indicated highly realistic.
D. Analysis
We obtained the ratings of stiffness and rationality of both regions from the participants' feedback. The statistical data are Tables III and IV , and details of the data analysis are presented in the following.
1) Stiffness Region Diversity Analysis: Ratings for each of the features are shown in Fig. 12(a) , both the average and for each group of participants. From this chart, the most overlapping curves indicate that the ratings from participants were close, regardless of their groups. This phenomenon revealed that most participants agreed on the level of stiffness rendered on the head mesh. For each feature, the ratings from all groups were similar as the variance was small except for two (cranium and jaw) that were greater than 0.5. From the feature ratings, we observed both similarity and diversity. The similarity is that the ratings of several features were close, and hence, those features could be grouped accordingly. This result may be caused by the similar integrated stiffness property. Diversity was presented as the significant difference between feature rating groups. Consequently, the features were grouped, depending on their ratings, into three categories, namely, tough, mediocre, and soft, and the ratings inside a group were similar while obviously different from group to group. Cranium (8.44, see Table III) , forehead (7.98), and eyebrow (7.38) were grouped as high; cheek (1.78) and chin (2.880) were classified as soft; and cheekbone (5.44) and jaw (5.02) were classified as mediocre.
To further evaluate the region-diverse stiffness property rendered on the head polygon mesh, we compared the feature ratings of both the physical interaction only and physical and visual experiments. Ideally, the ratings of a feature's stiffness, regardless of with or without graphical presentation, should be extremely close, because the prototype used in the experiments was the same. In fact, because human tactility is highly subjective, the feature stiffness ratings could be biased by the participants' expectations as they could see the feature in contact through visual perception. Consequently, it was almost impossible to obtain an ideal comparison result. As shown in Fig. 12(b) , the stiffness of all features was rated higher (tougher) in the physical and visual experiment. For the t-tests on seven features, three of them (jaw, cheek, and forehead) revealed significant differences with p < 0.05. Such differences are likely be caused by the participants' bias from the graphical presentation. However, the similarity and diversity of ratings from the previous observations were well retained in both objective (physical interaction only) and subjective (physical and visual) experiments.
By combining the analysis results from participant groups and both objective and subjective evaluations, we believe that the contact position diverse stiffness property is rendered properly.
2) Stiffness Rationality Analysis: Although the regional diversity of the stiffness-rendered human head polygon mesh was shown in the previous analysis, its rationality was not determined. Rationality indicates whether the integrated stiffness of a virtual head polygon mesh can describe a physical property that satisfies people's expectations.
Empirically, the selected features for evaluation can be approximately ranked in descending order depending on stiffness: cranium, forehead, eyebrow, cheekbone, jaw, chin, and cheek. To evaluate the rationality, we performed our analysis in two ways: 1) an accuracy analysis of tough/soft feature selection and 2) a distance analysis of participants' ratings and empirical rankings.
By comparing the accuracy from the physical interaction only and physical and visual experiments, the participants were more likely to provide valid results that match the empirical data with graphical presentation. In the selection of soft features [see Fig. 12(d) ], where the chin and cheek are the two softest features, we observed an obvious accuracy enhancement, from 72% to 92%, in the physical and visual experiment. Specifically, the accuracy for the chin increases from 64% to 88%. Even with the existing exceptions, such as the correctness decrease for the cheek and error increase for the cheekbone, they could be considered as isolated, because they did not affect the results in general. In the selection of tough features [see Fig. 12(c) ], where the cranium and forehead are the two toughest features, the accuracy was slightly improved (from 72% to 76%) and selection of the cranium, the feature with the toughest stiffness property, increased from 68% to 80%.
For the distance analysis of participants' ratings and empirical rankings, using each participant's stiffness ratings from the physical and visual experiment as they were more reasonable, we ranked them in descending order as R and analyzed the distance in R and empirical rankings using Kendall's Tau [38] . In the comparison, we took every pair of elements i and j from the empirical rankings and the corresponding elements R(i ) and R( j ) from R for matching analysis. If the elements satisfy a condition, such as i > j and R(i ) < R( j ), we call such pair an inversion. Kendall's Tau counts the total number of inversions in R. The resulting accuracy was a ratio of correctly ranked pairs and total pairs as (T otal Pairs − I nver si ons)/(T otal Pairs).
The resulting ranking accuracy of the entire participant group was reported as 91.86%, and 32% of participants (8 out of 25) had 100% accuracy in ranking, which means that the stiffness of all facial features was precisely ranked, whereas the accuracy of others varied from 66.7% to 95.3%. From the analysis of the results of tough/soft feature selection and the stiffness rating ranking distance, we could objectively conclude that the polygon mesh's stiffness property was properly rendered.
To subjectively evaluate the stiffness's rationality, we analyzed the rationality ratings given by participants [see Fig. 12(e) ]. With a computation of rating means, the average of all participants was 8.6 (S.D. = 0.957), whereas the means for the experienced and novice user groups were 8.14 (S.D. = 0.90) and 8.78 (S.D = 0.943), respectively.
From a t-test on the user groups' ratings, we did not observe a significant difference in whether the participants had a haptic experience ( p > 0.05). Considering the ratings distribution, regardless of his/her haptic experience, most participants rated the rationality as 9. As expected, the experienced users were more critical, while the novice users were more easily satisfied, as no participants from the experienced group provided a highly satisfying rating of 10, but 28% of the novice participants did. Additionally, 57% of the experienced group were less satisfied and gave a rating lower than the group's average, whereas the proportion of novice users was only 30%. According to the feedbacks from participants, especially the experienced, one common suggestion was to increase the stiffness on the chin region as the result was slightly less realistic compared with other regions. In our evaluation, we performed a one sample t-test of the given rationality ratings to assess whether the rendered stiffness reached the participants' expectations subjectively (here, we determined that the participant is satisfied with the rationality when his/her rationality rating is ≥8). The assessment result ( p = 0.025) confirmed that the participants agreed that the stiffness was satisfying. Consequently, the rendered property on the polygon head mesh is objectively and subjectively rational.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We presented a method for rendering the stiffness property of a human head polygon mesh. The rendered stiffness was defined by the material behavior of human soft tissue and was represented as a collection of stiffness coefficients that were based on both the contact region and deformation. In our approach, a template skull mesh was used as a reference for estimating head stiffness because of its function of supporting the human face structure. From the modeled material deformation behavior of the head model, the stiffness property was determined to be region dependent as the variances in equilibrium deformations resulting from the same external force load on facial regions were significant. Based on the results of the rendered stiffness coefficients, we performed a user study by inviting human participants to experience the rendered stiffness of the head avatar. By analyzing the feedback given by the participants, the stiffness property of the head avatar was determined to be properly rendered as it satisfied their expectations. Our future work will focus on constructing a more delicate layered structure of the head volume mesh for a more physically realistic modeling of deformation behavior. If more anatomical information is provided, the volume mesh could be decomposed into more layers assigned with their own material property, such as skin, fat, muscle, and bone. Another future work will focus on the optimization of FEM processing algorithms, which could significantly reduce the computation time and render the stiffness property in real time.
